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WITTMANN 4.0 peripheral devices
now with free-of-charge OPC UA connection

Right now, during the Corona virus pandemic with closed retail stores, we are
experiencing first-hand the tremendous importance of global digitization for the flow
of information and online ordering. The rapidly rising number of applications
worldwide clearly shows that the digitization of production equipment to exchange
information between processing machines and auxiliary appliances is also becoming
more and more important.

Schematic representation:
Easy interconnection of injection molding machines
with WITTMANN peripheral equipment.

The WITTMANN Group is working on supporting and driving the efforts of modern
injection molding companies towards digital integration of the entire production plant.
This is why WITTMANN 4.0-compatible auxiliary appliances ordered from 1 April
2020 onwards can now be connected via OPC UA as standard and without any
additional costs to suitably equipped WITTMANN BATTENFELD injection molding
machines with B8 control systems.

The interconnection of WITTMANN BATTENFELD machines with WITTMANN
appliances via WITTMANN 4.0 offers numerous advantages.
·

Central operation: WITTMANN auxiliaries communicate via WITTMANN 4.0
their own graphic operating logic to injection molding machines with B8 control
systems. This means that all functions of these auxiliary appliances can also
be selected centrally on the WITTMANN BATTENFELD B8 control unit and
used with their familiar menu structure.

·

Extended mold data set in the B8 machine control system: the mold data set
not only consists of the usual process parameter settings for the machine
itself, but has now been extended to include the settings of the WITTMANN
4.0 auxiliary appliances and the WITTMAN R9 robot connected to. What is
more, the appliance models and important key data are also saved for an
appliance preview.

·

Appliance preview: For every mold data set, the total original set or required
specific range of production equipment can be retrieved at any time from the
mold catalogue of the B8 control system. This enables the operator to prepare
for an imminent mold change in advance and thus save time.

·

Plug & Produce: Following a mold change and subject to mechanical and
electrical connection of the auxiliary appliances to the mold and the machine,
the parameter settings, formulations, robot sequences, etc. can be transmitted
automatically from the mold data set to all appliances involved. The automatic
data transfer to each appliance thus excludes the risk of human operating
errors.

Optionally, the advantages of WITTMANN 4.0 can also be utilized outside the
WITTMANN BATTENFELD production cell by connecting the machine and the
auxiliary appliances to the TEMI+ MES system. In addition to the many standard
functionalities of an MES system, TEMI+ supports the extended mold data set and
the appliance preview.
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The WITTMANN Group is a worldwide leader in the production of injection molding
machines, robots and peripheral equipment for the plastics processing industry,
headquartered in Vienna/Austria and consisting of two main divisions: WITTMANN
BATTENFELD and WITTMANN. These two divisions jointly operate the companies of
the WITTMANN Group with eight production plants in five countries. Additional sales
and service companies are active in 34 facilities in important plastics markets around
the world.
WITTMANN BATTENFELD pursues the further expansion of its market position as
an injection molding machine manufacturer and specialist for state-of-the-art plastic

processing technologies. As a supplier of comprehensive, modern machine
technology in modular design, the company meets both present and future market
demands for plastics injection molding equipment.
The WITTMANN product portfolio includes robots and automation systems, material
handling systems, dryers, gravimetric and volumetric blenders, granulators,
temperature controllers and chillers. With this diversified range of peripheral units,
WITTMANN offers plastics processors solutions to cover all production requirements,
ranging from independent production cells to integrated plant-wide systems.
The integration of these various segments under the umbrella of the WITTMANN
Group has led to complete connectivity between the various product lines. This
integration has greatly benefited plastics processing users, who are increasingly
looking for seamless production, including automation and peripheral functions.
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